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Rotational motion compensates the energy defect in near-resonant
vibration–vibration energy transfer: A state-to-state study of NO „v …1N2O

Marcel Drabbelsa) and Alec M. Wodtke
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106

~Received 26 February 1998; accepted 29 April 1998!

Our lack of understanding of the factors that compensate energy defects in near resonant V–V
energy transfer constrains our ability to accurately predict resonance widths and, thus, the overall
importance of such processes. We have carried out one of the first truly state-to-state measurements
of near resonant V–V energy transfer under single collision conditions, employing the crossed
molecular beams, stimulated emission pumping technique. We have varied the energy defectDE for
the process: NOX 2P(v)1N2O(0,0,0)→NO X 2P(v21)1N2O(0,0,1), by changing the
prepared vibrational state fromv522 (DE5114 cm21) to v521 (DE5218 cm21) to v520
(DE5249 cm21). Changes in the energy transfer efficiencies and rotational distributions of
vibrationally inelastically scattered NO with energy defect both strongly suggest that molecular
rotation ~both of NO and N2O! is responsible for compensating the energy defect. Furthermore it
appears that relative translation is ineffective in compensating the energy defect. ADJNO;DJN20

approximation also appears valid. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!03226-7#
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery that resonant enhanced vibratio
vibration ~V–V! energy transfer is responsible for lasing a
tion in the discharge-pumped CO2 and CO lasers1–5 has pro-
vided strong motivation for its extensive study. Wi
inverted temperature dependence~typically ^PV–V&;T21!,
near resonant V–V energy transfer can be an important,
ten dominant, vibrational energy transfer pathway at l
temperatures. While it is clear from a perturbation-theoret
point of view that minimizing the energy defect may enhan
the energy transfer probability~if the coupling matrix ele-
ment is significant!, it is not clear what molecular motion
can effectively compensate a finite energy defect. What
lows compensation of the energy defect is the essen
physical element determining the energy widths, a
thereby, the overall importance of V–V energy transfer. O
taining insight into the energy defect compensation is
subject of this paper.

The earliest attempts to understand near resonant V
energy transfer showed that optical-like selection rules,
sulting from long-range dipole–dipole or dipole–quadrup
interactions, are useful in understanding V–V exchange6,7

For systems with energy defects less than 20 cm21, excellent
agreement between experimental and theoretical V–V t
sition probabilities and temperature dependencies
found.8

These simple models, however, drastically undere
mated the importance of V–V energy transfer for larger

a!Dept. of Physical Chemistry, Free University, DeBoelelaan 10
1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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ergy defects.9 A common approximation that might b
blamed for this problem is the so-called straight line traje
tory, i.e., translationally elastic, approximation. Howeve
even where this approximation has been avoided a large
crepancy between theory and experiment was found.10 A
mechanism based solely on long range dipole–dipole
dipole–quadrupole interactions requires small values ofDJ
even when considered in higher orders of perturbat
theory. The lack of proper accounting of the role of rot
tional degrees of freedom is another possible reason for
failure of the models.

Indirect evidence from the temperature dependence
the V–V transition probability has been interpreted to in
cate the importance of rotational motion in energy def
compensation.11 This idea is reinforced by the fact that v
brationally elastic energy transfer often occurs with lar
cross sections and can result in the exchange of much m
than one or two rotational quanta. Determining the relat
importance of rotation vs translation in compensating
energy defect has remained a difficult problem in the field
molecular energy transfer and little direct experimental e
dence is available.

There are a number of difficulties in designing an expe
ment to resolve this problem.12–15 How does one smoothly
vary the energy defect without changing other physical va
ables? How does one detect the results of varying the en
defect without interfering artifacts? V–V processes neces
ily involve vibrationally excited molecules both as reactan
and products. This suggests the necessity of perform
some sort of optical pumping experiment. Optical pumpi
of molecules tov51 may, however, be unattractive, sinc
one of the scattered products will populatev50, where large

,

© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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thermal backgrounds can obliterate the signals of interes
All of these problems are conveniently solved in

crossed molecular beams, stimulated emission pump
~SEP! experiment, the likes of which has been recen
described.16,17 In this work we have performed experimen
on highly vibrationally excited NO, prepared by stimulat
emission pumping,18 to study near resonant V–V energ
transfer to N2O under single-collision, single-initial
quantum-state conditions. We observe a change in the r
tional distribution of the vibrationally inelastic channel fo
scattered NO which suggests that most, if not all, of
energy defect is compensated by NO rotation. The ability
N2O rotation to compensate the energy defect is also evid
in observations of the vibrational dependent relaxation pr
ability. These results give one of the clearest indications
how the energy defect is compensated in near resonant V
energy transfer.

EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup has been described extens
in a recent publication17 and only a short description will be
given here. Highly vibrationally excited NO is prepared u
ing stimulated emission pumping in a molecular be
formed by expanding 3 atm neat NO through a pulsed va
~0.8 mm diam. orifice! into a vacuum chamber. The molec
lar beam is skimmed 2 cm below the nozzle. Approximat
4 cm further downstream NO is excited from theJ50.5 v
50 level in the electronic ground stateX 2P1/2 to the J
51.5 rotational level in theB 2P1/2(v55) state@R11(0.5)#
by the frequency tripled output of a pulse-amplified sing
mode ring dye laser~l5198 nm,Dv;200 MHz, 5 ns pulse
duration, 2 mJ/pulse!. Emission is stimulated from the exite
NO molecules with an excimer~Lambda Physik EMG 200!
pumped dye laser~Lambda Physik FL 3002! producing the
J50.5 ~e or f parity! level of a vibrational level aroundv
520 in the electronic groundX 2P1/2. A beam with a den-
sity of 3•1012 molecules/cm3 highly vibrationally excited
molecules and a quantum state purity of 95% is readily
tained. Only hyperfine and magnetic sub-levels are left un
solved.

A skimmed molecular beam of neat N2O crosses the NO
beam at an angle of 30° at a distance 6 cm from the pre
ration zone and 6.5 cm from the pulsed valve forming
N2O beam. The rotational and vibrational distribution of t
NO molecules scattered from N2O is monitored at the mo
lecular beam crossing region using laser induced fluo
cence~LIF!. Using a second excimer pumped dye laser,
scattered NO molecules are detected with LIF by excitat
to theB 2P(v54 – 6) state, depending on which vibration
state is probed. The fluorescence is collected by aF/0.7 lens
system placed at right angles to both the molecular be
and the laser beam and is imaged onto a solar blind ph
multiplier tube ~Hamamatsu 166UH!. The signal from the
photomultiplier is processed by an oscilloscope~LeCroy
9430! and boxcar integrator~SRS 250! interfaced with a per-
sonal computer.

All three lasers as well as the NO molecular beam
operated at 10 Hz. The N2O beam is delayed from its correc
loaded 13 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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timing by 1 ms at 5 Hz~i.e., every other pulse!. When de-
layed, collisions between the prepared NO molecules
N2O are not possible and any apparent population tran
from the prepared state of NO results from collisions w
background gas or infrared emission.16,19 The difference be-
tween odd and even shots is recorded using the boxcar a
age in ‘‘toggle mode’’ to distinguish the desired signa
Typically, this procedure has been repeated for 5–10 sc
to yield data with an error of;15%.

Since theX–B transition in NO is saturated by the las
powers used in the present experiment the relative line in
sities in the recorded spectra for the various rotational lev
can be directly converted into relative densities once the
generacies of the rotational levels have been taken into
count. For the conversion of densities to relative cross s
tions it is assumed that the density to flux transformation
be neglected, which is justified in light of the argumen
given in Ref. 17.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work relative state-to-state cross sections for n
resonant vibrational energy transfer between highly vib
tionally excited NO and ground-state N2O are obtained in a
crossed beam setup at a collision energy of 125625 cm21.
Resonant vibrational energy transfer is expected to take p
via

NO X 2P~v !1N2O~0,0,0!

→NO X 2P~v21!1N2O~0,0,1!.

Here (v1 ,v2 ,v3) indicates the symmetric-stretch, bend, a
asymmetric-stretch, respectively.

Figure 1 shows typical LIF data for inelastically sca
tered NOX 2P(v519) observed after SEP preparation
NO X 2P(v520). The relative cross sections are det
mined from the measured line intensities in theP11 branch,
which is mainly composed of unblended lines. No inform

FIG. 1. Representative spectrum of theB 2P(v55)←X 2P(v519) tran-
sition after V–V energy transfer has taken place between NOX 2P(v
520→19) and N2O(0,0,0→1). The spectrum shown is not corrected f
drift in the number of prepared NOv520 molecules or the laser power o
the probe laser. The unassigned lines belong to theQ11 andR11 branch.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tion on the population in theJ51.5 level ofv519 could be
obtained since this state is also populated by spontan
infrared emission fromv520.19

Process~1! could be observed forv520, 21, and 22,
where the energy defect is249, 218, and 114 cm21,
respectively.20,21 Here a positive number indicates endoe
gicity, whereas a negative number indicates exoergicity
addition to vibrationally inelastic channels, vibrational
elastic energy transfer was recorded forv522 and 21.

The efficiency of process~1! depends strongly on th
energy defect and therefore on the prepared vibrational l
of the NO molecule. Experimentally, the relative efficien
is difficult to determine precisely, but the variation with v
brational quantum number is large enough to provide c
results. Process~1! is most efficient forv521 and about five
times less efficient forv520 and 22. For the next lower an
higher vibrational states~v519 and 23!, which have energy
defects of280 and147 cm21, respectively, no evidence o
vibrational energy transfer could be detected. This obser
resonance for energy transfer forv521 is clear evidence tha
we are indeed observing process~1!, despite the fact tha
none of our measurements directly probe the N2O molecule.

Remarkably, transfer from 22→21 (DE5114 cm21) is
substantially less efficient~by about a factor of 5! than that
from 21→20 (DE5218 cm21), despite the collision energ
of 125 cm21. This is clear evidence that translational ener
is ineffective in compensating the positive energy defect
the 22→21 channel. In contrast, if N2O rotation were fully
effective in compensating the energy defect, the molec
beam sample could have only;1/5 of its population at tota
rotational energies greater than 14 cm21. ~Recall that NO is
prepared inJ50.5, so only N2O rotation and relative trans
lation are available to compensate the positive energy
fect.! The rotational temperature required to fulfill this e
pectation is 10 K, a temperature quite consistent with typ
molecular beam conditions. At this temperature less than
of the N2O sample has a total rotational energy greater t
47 cm21 ~energy defect for the 23→22 channel!. These rela-
tive vibrational intensities are clear yet indirect eviden
suggesting rotational motion is more important in energy
fect compensation than translation.

The role of NO becomes clear when looking at its ro
tional energy distributions for vibrationally elastic and i
elastic channels. These are shown in Fig. 2. The upper p
shows the relative state-to-state cross sections for spin–
conserving (2P1/2→2P1/2) vibrationally elastic transfer o
NO X 2P1/2 J50.5 with N2O for v520 and 21~peak nor-
malized!. It is clear that the rotational energy transfer is qu
similar for both vibrational levels. In previous work~rota-
tional energy transfer of NO with He! it was found that the
vibrational influence on the rotational energy transfer co
be largely accounted for by a rigid rotor three-particle sc
tering calculation where the NO bond length was fixed at
vibrationally averaged value.17 Since the vibrationally aver
aged bond length forv520 and 21 are nearly identical, th
present result is not surprising.

In comparison, the lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the re
tive state-to-state cross sections for vibrationally inela
channels (2P1/2→2P1/2). Spin–orbit changing transition
loaded 13 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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(2P1/2→2P3/2) could not be observed in the vibrational
inelastic channels, although they are energetically access
for the v520 and 21.20 The distributions are~peak! normal-
ized to show differences in their shapes. For comparison,
solid line shown in the figure is the result of a quadratic fit
the average of the vibrationally elastic data of the up
panel. This allows one to see the degree of rotational exc
tion that occurs purely due to the angular anisotropy of
interaction potential unrelated to the V–V transfer.

The rotational distributions for the vibrationally inelast
channels are clearly shifted with respect to the solid line. T
endoergic channel (22→21) is rotationally cooled~shifted to
lower energies by;18 cm21), The two exoergic channel
are rotationally hotter~shifted to higher energies by;14 and
49 cm21, respectively!. This plot clearly shows that the
smooth variation of the energy defect with vibrational qua
tum number is~nearly completely! compensated for by NO
rotational energy.

The twin conclusions:~1! N2O rotation promotes the en
doergic (22→21) process and~2! NO rotational distributions
are shifted approximately by the value of the vibrational st
specific energy defect, are consistent ifDJNO>DJN2O. The

FIG. 2. Upper panel~vibrationally elastic channels!: Relative state-to-state
cross sections for NOX 2P1/2(v,J50.5→J8) for V conserving collisions
with N2O ~collision energy: 125 cm21!. Lower panel~vibrationally inelastic
channels!: Same as upper panel but for near resonant V–V channels,
NO X 2P1/2(v→v21,J50.5→J8). The solid line is a quadratic fit to the
average of the data of the upper panel. This shows the degree of rotat
excitation expected from the angular anisotropy of the interaction poten
The vibrationally inelastic channels are shifted with respect to the solid
approximately by their V–V transfer energy defect. Energetic limits
shown as arrows.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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equal sign obtains for any dynamical model where the orb
angular momentum is conserved by the collision~for ex-
ample, the straight line trajectory model!. N2O’s rotation
constant (B050.4182 cm21) is substantially smaller than
that of NO ~B51.309 cm21 for v521!, meaning that abou
three times more energy is accepted by NO in compariso
N2O if DJNO5DJN2O.

In light of these results and those presented above
now appears clear that models of near resonant V–V en
transfer are likely to fail~in predictions of the energy widths!
unless they adequately account for the role of rotational
citation. It would appear that an explicit treatment of tran
lational inelasticity may, however, be less important. Simi
experiments on other collision systems would be helpfu
establishing the generality of this conclusion.
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